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TABLE TOPIC
Choose and discuss one of these interesting table topic
questions in order to get warmed up for the lesson!

Table Topic:
When you were young did your
parents use any bad language? What
are some examples of some
language they used?
Hypothetical Table Topic:
Imagine your boss has just cussed
you out with strong language. What
would be your response?
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SWEAR WORD
REPLACEMENTS
Read and practice this useful cuss word replacements.
They're great to use with this topic!

the f word (fuck) - fudge, frick, flippin'
the s word (shit) - shoot, crap, crud
the h word (hell) - heck
the d word (damn) - darn, dang, doggon
the b word (bitch) - son of a gun
religious swearing (god, jesus, and holy
shit) - gosh, goodness, jeez, holy cow
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USEFUL WORDS
Read and practice the vocabulary below.
tirade - a long, angry speech expressing strong disapproval
The boss is on another tirade. This happens every time he has too much
to drink. I'm going to be late for home again.
give color - to add emphasis or provide an interesting accompaniment to
something
His strong and aggressive language really gave color to his speech.
cuss word - an impolite word said because one is angry
Did you just say a cuss word? You're grounded!
vocal - often expressing opinions and complaints in speech (this word
has a positive connotation)
If you want to catch the girl of your dreams you are going to have to be
much more vocal.
outspoken - expressing strong opinions very directly without worrying if
other people are offended (this word has a negative connotation)
The new American president is really outspoken. Have you heard about
him?
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GUIDED
CONVERSATION
Use these questions as a guide for conversation. Splitting into
small groups for conversation is advisable. The teacher will
inquire to see what the students have learned
post-conversation.

Have you ever witnessed or gone on a tirade? Tell us
about your experience.
What's something your very vocal or outspoken about?
What's something you should be more vocal about?
Whose more vocal in your romantic relationship?
Do you ever give color to language by using cuss words or
other kinds of language? Do you have a favorite word?
Do you have any outspoken friends or co-workers? Tell
us about them.
If you had a chance to be vocal to the entire world what
would you say?
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ACTIVITY
Use this activity to practice the vocabulary and idioms you
have learned so far!

Presentation
Students will go on a tirade (or a
short angry speech) concerning a
topic they choose themselves or one
that the teacher assigns to them. The
teacher should give the students
some time to prepare.
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HOMEWORK
Homework! Daily practice is essential
for language learning.
1 MINUTE PRESENTATION/SPEECH

Your partner has been misbehaving
repeatedly. You've lost your cool. Prepare
to give a 1-minute tirade presenting it
(after the student is through, the teacher
will quiz the other students about the
tirade so as to test their listening
comprehension).
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